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1. INTRODUCTION 
Hochschild and Mostow [3] have proved the finite generation of the 
algebra of invariants for the regular action of the unipotent radical of a 
parabolic subgroup on the polynomial functions on a complex semisimple 
algebraic group G. Pommerening [S] used combinatorial techniques to 
show that if G = SL, then we may remove any set of simple roots from the 
unipotent radical, and the algebra of invariants will still be finitely 
generated. In this paper we partially generalize Pommerening’s theorem to 
arbitrary semisimple groups G. In the proof we classify in terms of Dynkin 
diagrams, the cases for which the results of Grosshans [2] are applicable. 
Let R be the root system relative to a maximal torus T of G, and let D 
be a basis of R (which we identify with the Dynkin diagram of R). For a 
closed subset S of the set R + of positive roots, we denote by Us the corre- 
sponding standard unipotent subgroup of G, that is, U, = naES U,, where 
the product is taken in any fixed order and the U, are the root groups. For 
a subset I of D we denote S1 = R ‘\Z’I (so that U,, is the unipotent radical 
of a parabilic subgroup). Denote by C[G] the algebra of polynomial 
functions on G. The main result of this paper is the following. 
THEOREM 1. Let I c D and pl, . . . . P,ED\I, t>O. Let S=S,\(p, ,..., p,>, 
and H= U,. If the foIlowing conditions (lb(4) hold, then the algebra of 
invariants 
CCC]“= {f~ @[Cl If(xh) =j(x)jor alZxE G and/z E Hj 
is jkitelqr generated. 
( 1) “Line condition”: Any line 
c . . .t---4 (Sk4) 
1’1 Y2 Yr 
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in D satisfies: If a sub-line yi, yi+ 1, . ..) y,, 1 < i < j < 5, is cmtairzed in I then 
not both yi- r and ‘/,+I are in {/I,, . . . . p,}. 
(2) “Branch condition” : Any subgraph 
7 L 1’2 1’3 
. 
I 
. 
74 
of D satisfies: Zf {y,, y2, y3) c I then y4$ (PI, . . . . p,). 
(3) “Tree condition” : Any subgraph 
I I's 
of Dsatisfies: If {y1,yr,y3,y4 ,..., yj)cI, 46j<s, rhen 3;+1$(8, ,... :B,). 
(4j “Double edge condition”: Any subgraph 
. . . ..-- (s>3) 
i’, i’L 75-L Pi 
of D satisfies: [f {yj, . . . . yspl, y,> cl, 1 < j<s-- 1, then i;-!$ (/I,, . . . . ,!I,). 
EXAMPLE. Let G = SL,,. Then conditions (2)-(4) are automatically 
satisfied, so we only need to ensure condition (1). Our theorem guarantees 
finite generation of C[SL,]” for all subgroups H of SL, described in 
Pommerening [5, 3.41 which satisfy the condition that if a diagonal block 
1 
( 4 
. . 1 
is of size 3 by 3 or larger, then not both adjacent simple-root groups are 
removed ; that is, we cannot have 
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Hence, for G = SL,z our result is weaker than Pommerening’s. However, his 
techniques work only for SL,, (and GL,,). 
2. EXTENSION BY THE NORMALIZER 
Let 9 = Lie(G) be the Lie algebra of G, with Cartan subalgebra 
t= Lie(T), and gor= Lie(U,) for each CIE R. Let d= t+CoreR+ yol, and 
A=C aES gu = Lie(H). The notation N( ) will be used for the normalizer of 
a subgroup in G, and also for the normalizer of a subalgebra in 8. For 
roots ~1, /I we denote by n(/?, a) the Cartan integer n(/?, E) = 2(/I, a)/(~, n). 
LEMMA 2. 
ProoJ It is clear that t c N(A). Let y E R + and a E S. We will show that 
[gl,, &J c A. If y + a $ R then [yI, sa] = 0 c A If y + CI E R then y + a E R+, 
and since c( # ZZ, also y + CI #zZ (because both y and c1 are non-negative 
integral combinations of D). So y + c( E SI, and y + c1$ (pi, . . . . p,} by height. 
Hence y+cl~S, and [~I,~a]=~r+a~R. 
Therefore [p,,, A] c 12 for all y E R+, so we have G c N(A). 
Now let y E ZZn R+ such that (y, /3,) = 0 for j = 1, . . . . t .  We have to show 
that [geY, A] c R. 
Let cx~.S. If a--~$ R then [p-?, p,] =OcA since clearly cr-y ~0. So 
we may assume that a--y E R. Then [g-,, gal = aorpy, and we have to 
show that a - y E S. Since c( E S c SI = R+\ZZ, the expression of c( in terms 
of the basis D contains a positive coefficient for some element CI, E D\Z. 
Since y E ZZ, the coefficient of CI~ in the expression of TV - y in terms of D is 
still positive. Since CI - y is a root, this means that CI - y E R+\ZZ= S,. It 
remains to show: CI -1’ 4 (/I,, . . . . /I,>. 
For a fixed j, consider the root-string y -r/3i, . . . . y + q/l/. (Clearly 
~#~,ED\Z.) Then r=O since y--bj$R because y~ElnR+ and fij~D\I. 
Since (y, pj) = 0, we have 0 =n(y, pi) = r-q= -4, hence y +/Ij$ R. In 
particular, y+pj#K Hence u-y Z/3, for all j= 1, ..,, t, so 
cr-y~S,\{/?i, . . . . /?,}=S. Therefore [B. --),, ~J=B~-~cA. 
We conclude that [f -+,, A] c 4, which completes the proof. 
COROLLARY 3. N(H) contains a semisimple subgroup L such that 
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is a maximal unipotent subgroup of L. (The product is taken in any j?xed 
order.) 
ProoJ: Let J= {C(E 11~ J- PI, . . . . PI). Then :yEZln R+ 1-y I p,, .~., /I,) 
=ZJnR+. (For let ~~=Caermo,aERt, m,EN, y-Lpl,...,Pr. Then for 
any j, O=(Y, Bj)=E:aEI m,(a, /Ij), and since m, >O and (a, /3!) < 0 for 
all c( E I, this implies (CI, /3,) = 0 for all rx E I such that nz, # 0. Hence 
yEzJnR+.) Let C=C. ,,~ZJnR+gy+g-7+[Bg,9-71. Then LcN(1) by 
Lemma 2. Let L be the semisimple subgroup of G such that Lie(L) = C. 
Then L has the required properties. 
COROLLARY 4. C [ G] *’ is finitely generated if and on@ if @ [G] L’(L’x is. 
Proof. This follows from Corollary 3 by Grosshans’ extension principle 
[2,‘Theorem 31. 
COROLLARY 5. If  the set of roots r= (y E ZIn R+ 1 (I?, pi) #0 for some 
j! is linearly independent then C[G]” is finitely generated. 
ProoJ: Clearly U( L)H = U,*, where S*={y~ZlnR+(~li8,,...,B,) 
v S. Since Tc ZI and /3,, . . . . fl, E D\I, linear independence of I- implies 
linear independence of Tu (PI, . . . . fir)- = R+\,S*. Hence C[G]L’(L)H is 
finitely generated by Grosshans [2, Theorem 71; see also [4, Chap. III]. 
Hence @[Cl” is finitely generated by Corollary 4. 
3. CLASSIFICATION BY DYNKIN DIAGRAMS 
THEOREM 6. Let R be a root system with basis D. Let Zc D and 
B 1, . . . . flt~ D\I. Then the set r= (y EDIT R’ 1 (y, fij) #O for some j} is 
linearly independent if and only if conditions (lt(4) of the statement of 
Theorem 1 are satisfied. 
Proof: For the necessity of conditions (l)-(4) see [4, Sect. V.43. 
For the proof of the sufficiency of our four conditions, we first observe 
that if I,, . . . . I,,, are the connected components of I in the Dynkin diagram, 
then r is the disjoint union of the sets r, = (y E zI,n R’ / (y, flj) # 0 for 
some j}, k = 1, . . . . N, and r is linearly independent if and only if each r, 
is. Hence we may assume that I is connected. Since I is then contained in 
one of the connected components of D, we may also assume that R is an 
irreducible root system. The proof will be done separately for each type of 
irreducible root system. Of course, in each type we only need the relevant 
ones from among our four conditions. It is clear that if 111 d 1 then ITj < 1; 
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hence we may always assume 111 2 2. All the facts that we use about the 
root systems are in Bourbaki [l]. 
TypeA,(Z>,l): l .  .  . . -  
ffl a/ 
We have I= (a,, cq+ 1, . . . . LX~}, with i<j. Since the line condition holds, not 
both C(~ and ai have an adjacent Pk. If neither of them does then r= 0. If 
c(i--l E {PI, ...3 PI} then r= (czi, cri+aifl, . . . . LX~+IX~+~ + ... +u~} is linearly 
independent. Similarly, if OI~+ I E (/II, . . . . b,) then r= {aj, aj-i +aj, . . . . a,+ 
. . + OL/- r + LX,} is linearly independent. 
TypeB,(fB2): + = . . . ..-%-2sz. 
=I a,-, w  
Case (i). 
%tfl. 
Then I= {ai, ~l~+~, . . . . aj> with i<j<f-1, and all roots in HZnR+ are of 
the form CaEJ LX, where J is a connected subset of I. Therefore the line 
condition guarantees linear independence of r exactly as in the proof for 
type 4. 
Case (ii). 
CQEI. 
Then 1= (cc?, . . . . CI~-,, IX,} with i 6 I - 1. The double edge condition implies 
that if i> 1 then L-X- I $ {fir, . . . . PI). Therefore in this case r= 0. 
TypeC,(133): l .  .  ..-a 
a1 xi-1 a, 
The proof is identical with that of type B,. 
The essential fact we will use is that the only roots which are not of the 
form xzsJ CI for a connected set J c D are 
cri+ ... +2Uj+ ‘.. +2U[-,+a,-,+a/, l<i<j<l-2. 
Case (i). 
%,#I. 
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Then, since I is connected and contains at least two elements, 
I= {aj, u~+.~, . . . . aj> with l<i<j<l-3. 
So the line condition guarantees linear independence of r as in the proof 
for type A,. 
Case (ii). 
Then I= (a;, aitl, . . . . al-?) with l<i<l--2. If i= 1, or i> I but 
ai- I$ (P,, -., Bl’r3 then 
TC (al->, ~,-,+a,~~, . . . . a,+ ... +a~-~+a,-~) 
(since any 1’~ ZIn R+ in which a,-2 does not appear is clearly orthogonai 
to all p, j, so that r is linearly independent even if both a,- i and a1 are in 
{PIT ...? Pd. 
If aiVl E {/3,, . . . . PI} then the line condition guarantees that neither aI-1 
nor aI belongs to {pi, . . . . /?[I, hence 
is linearly independent. 
Case (iii). 
If a,-,$1 then I= (a,-z, x,-i> and Zln R’= (aLp2, aIpl, a,_,+a,-,I, 
SO k {a,-,, arp2+aIpl}. 1 is inearly independent even if both aIe3 and CY[ 
are in {fl,, . . . . PO. 
Suppose LX_~EI. Then I={a, ,... 3al-z,al~mL) for some ldi<!-3,The 
branch condition guarantees that ccl+ (/3r, . . . . fll], hence Tc (q? a,+ 
aiflr-.., aj+ai+, + ... + al-, 3 is linearly independent. 
Case (iv). 
This case is isomorphic to Case (iii). 
Case (v). 
UlLZE I, a,-,cI, a!E I. 
Then I= (ai, . . . . 01~~ ?, a[-,, ul} for some 1 <id/-2. 
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If i = I - 2 then the branch condition guarantees that CI/- 3 $ { /?r, . . . . b,}, 
and so r= 0. 
If 1 < i < I - 2 then the tree condition guarantees that cli-, $ {/I,, . . . . /I, >, 
so again r= 0. 
If i = 1 then t = 0, and of course r= 0. 
Types E,: ” 
-Y---= 
a? 
For our purposes the essential property of El (I = 6, 7, or 8) is the follow- 
ing: Any root whose expression in terms of the basis contains a coefficient 
22 has non-zero coefficients for a?, CI~, tx4, and ~1~. (Call this Property-E.) 
Case 1. 
Then, because of Property-E, each root in ZZn R + has the form CasJ CI, 
where J is any connected subset of I. 
Case 1.1 
Then either Zc (x,, a,], or Ic (cr,, . . . . q>. 
Case 1.1.1. 
Then ZIn R+ = {txr, q, a, +a,}, and so Tc (~1~~ M, + c(~) is linearly inde- 
pendent. 
Case 1.1.2. 
hence I= (ai, . . . . aj} with 5 < i < j< 1. In this case the line condition 
guarantees linear independence of I’ as in the proof for type A,. 
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Case 1.2. 
Since I is connected and 1Z1 3 2, we have ‘Ye E I or ~1~ E I. 
Case 1.2.1. 
Then (cx~, CL,} c Ic {c(i, c(~, CQ}. If I= {cr,, ax, cc,> then TC {a,, CI~ $ Ed, 
~r + cx3 + LX,} is linearly independent. 
If I= (a,, CQ) and c~i $ (pi, . . . . p,> then TC {cx4, a3 +LQ) is linearly inde- 
pendent. If CI~ E {p,, . . . . /I,] then by the line condition neither CQ nor q is 
in {Pl, . . . . /I,}, hence r= {Mu, c+ + a,} is again linearly independent. 
Case 1.2.2. 
a31I, C(gEI. 
Then (q, aj] CJC (c(,, CQ, . . . . a,}, so I= (CQ, c(~, . . . . rxi> for some 5 < j<i. 
If j=f, or j<l but LX~+,# {pi ,..., /I,>, then l-c {cx~:cQ+c~~ ,..., a,-+ 
a,+ . . . + “i > is linearly independent. 
Ifj<Iand~~+,E(p,,..., 8,) then by the line condition neither a2 nor a3 
is in {pi ,..., fi,}, hence r={c~,,a~~,+~~ ,..., cr,+ ...+oL~-~+cx~) is 
linearly independent. 
Case 1.2.3. 
Then (cr,, q, CC,> c 1, so by the branch condition, a, $ (pi, . . . . fl,}. Hence 
the line condition implies linear independence of r, as in the proof for type 
4. 
Case 2. 
Then we also have CL, E I because I is connected and contains at least two 
elements. 
Case 2.1. 
%$I, %$I. 
Then I= {E~,Q}, ZInR+ = {c~~,c~,,~~+cc,), SO rc (a3,c(2+aj) is 
linearly independent. 
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Case 2.2. 
a3E4 %$I. 
Then the branch condition guarantees that rx5 $ i/J,, . . . . p,). If 
CI, $ {p,, . . . . p,} then r= a,, and if ai E (PI, . . . . p,} then, because of 
Property-E, r= {a3, a3 + CI 4, CI~ + cl4 + ~1~) is linearly independent. 
Case 2.3. 
a344 G!,EI. 
Then I= {CQ, a4, LX~, . . . . aj) for some 5 < j< 1. The branch condition 
guarantees that a3 $ {PI, . . . . p,>. If j= f, or j< 1 but aj+ 1 $ (/?, , . . . . p,} then 
r=@. If j<l and o[,+,E (PI, ..,, fl,}, then using Property-E we see that 
I-= (cc,, cij- 1 + clj, . ..) a1 + c1‘j + . . . + aj} is linearly independent. 
Case 2.4. 
qEJ, LY,EI. 
Then (a,, a3, K,, ~1~3 cI. Let j be the largest integer such that OILER. The 
tree condition guarantees that al 4 (PI, . . . . /3(>, and it also guarantees that 
ifjx I then aj+ 1 $ {PI, . . . . /-I,}. Hence r= 0. 
Type F4 : -+=--A 
a, a2 a3 a4 
Since 1 is connected and 111 B 2, we have o[~ E I or c(~ E I. 
If both az and cl3 are in I then the double edge condition guarantees that 
neither z1 nor a4 is in (PI, . . . . b,), hence r=Qr. 
Ifcc,EJandil,~IthenI=(cc,,cc,},ZInR+=(a,,cr,,a,+cr,},andso 
rc +t,, CI~ + Q> ( since aI is clearly orthogonal to all pi). Hence r is 
linearly independent. 
The case when a2 $ f and 0~~ E I is similar. 
Type G,: e 
We have I= {a,, a*}, t=O, and so I~‘@.“’ 
Proof of Theorem 1. By the “if’ part of Theorem 6, r is linearly inde- 
pendent. Hence e[GIN is finitely generated by Corollary 5. 
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